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Penta-Ocean Construction Co., Ltd. was established in Kure City, Hiroshima Prefecture in 1896, and 

has a history extending back 114 years. Since our establishment, we have leveraged technologies 

cultivated through maritime construction projects including reclamation and dredging to achieve 

growth and development as a comprehensive construction firm with strengths in coastal and 

waterfront areas.

The “Suez Canal improvement works,” which provided momentum for the Company’s leap forward, 

is one of our representative projects. Over a 20-year period beginning in 1961, the completion of 

challenging construction projects generated admiration and praise for the Company, and this 

became the turning point in making our name known across the globe. “We won’t give up until the 

end, even on difficult construction jobs.” This strong sense of mission concerning projects has been 

handed down, and we are currently engaged in numerous construction projects, focusing on Japan 

and Southeast Asia. 

Even in today’s intensely competitive single global market, the Company continues to take on bold 

challenges, and is aiming to realize its vision of becoming the “No. 1 contractor in coastal and 

waterfront areas.”

CORPORATE POLICY/CORPORATE VISIONS

Corporate Policy

Corporate Visions

Creative company 
for land and sea

As a leading contractor in coastal and waterfront areas, we seek to create 

an attractive environment; as an engineering-oriented company, we seek 

to pursue customer satisfaction and social contributions.

Committed company
guaranteeing solid quality

We build the trust of our customers and society by providing high-quality 

workmanship and safe products backed by solid technologies.

Future-oriented company 
creating a rich environment for future generations

We create a high-quality, rich environment through our corporate activities 

and pass on our dreams, hopes and potential to the next generations.
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